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What the people of the city do not realize is that the roots of all living things are tied together
When a mighty tree is felled, a star falls from the sky     --Chan K’in Viejo, Lacandon Shaman

Presented by:   The Qollasuyu Council of
Pachakuti Mesa Tradition practitioners

It begins with a stirring of the soul, a whisper in the ear, or 
so it seems. It exists as a call to listening, a listening with 
ones being, a calling forth of super-sensory perception 
often laid dormant by adulthood, busy-ness, and human 
activity.

Will you stop to recognize the trees?   To hear 
them?
Among indigenous people, tree Beings are highly honored 
emissaries of wisdom and aliveness. In Peru, they are called 
The Malqikuna.  Their roots penetrate the soulful ground of 
our Mother, and their intertwined branches stretch upward 
to receive Creator’s gift of transformative Light, with all of 
this achieved while exhaling the oxygen needed for our 
human lungs, and life on this planet. 
The awe-inspiring presence of trees places them among 
the most revered expressions of the natural world. Their 
model of life links Heaven and Earth, and generously 
sources shelter, food, beauty and provision to all of 
Pachamama’s children.

A Pachakuti Mesa Tradition sanctioned 
teacher, Robin first began apprenticeship 
with don Oscar Miro-Quesada Solevo, in 
1993. Degrees in music, religion and the 
arts, as well as in-depth consciousness 
training with other revered teachers, 
inform Robin’s commitment to infusing an 
essence of Spirit into her service to 
Pachamama. As teacher, she uses a 
focused sense of play, gratitude and 
wonder to assist others in distilling the 
depths of their most profound knowing.  
As healer, Robin enters sacred space to 
partner with spirit allies, soul, and the 
truth of embodied wisdom to call forth 
and manifest that which serves the 
highest good.  As human, utterly in love 
with our beloved Earth Mother, she 
stands in alignment with spirit of place 
and often-ritualized adoration of the 
luminous presence of all living beings.                    

As we explore, together, what it means to be in true relationship with both seen and unseen 
worlds, our connection with the Malkikuna offers dramatic opportunity to awaken a bridge of 
consciousness between the two.

Through a combination of:
   Practicing left- and right-brain journeying Engaging in exercises of ayni and despacho
   Sharing of stories Receiving cross-cultural wisdom teachings
   Being present with tree beings, listening Activating our staffs and wands
   Committing to ecologically- sound habits Performing sacred ritual

we will deepen our relationship with these extraordinary Ancient Ones.  Making conscious 
their exquisite gifts of healing, our intent is to accept their offerings and, in turn, honor and 
nourish the  Spirit of these most high wisdom keepers with reverence, recognition and 
respect.
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